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ű“Budapest is the capital and most populous
city of Hungary. It is the ninth-largest city in
the European Union by population within city
limits and the second-largest city on Danube
river;[13][14][15] the city has an estimated
population of 1,752,286 over a land area of
about 525 square kilometres (203 square
miles).[16] Budapest, which is both a city and
county, forms the centre of the Budapest
metropolitan area, which has an area of
7,626 square kilometres (2,944 square miles)
and a population of 3,303,786, comprising
33% of the population of Hungary.[17][18]
The history of Budapest began when an early
Celtic settlement transformed into the
Roman town of Aquincum,[19][20] the capital
of Lower Pannonia.[19] The Hungarians
arrived in the territory in the late 9th century,
[21] but the area was pillaged by the
Mongols in 1241–42.[22] Re-established Buda
became one of the centres of Renaissance
humanist culture by the 15th century.[23][24]
[25] The Battle of Mohács, in 1526, was
followed by nearly 150 years of Ottoman
rule.[26] After the reconquest of Buda in
1686, the region entered a new age of
prosperity, with Pest-Buda becoming a
global city after the unification of Buda,
Óbuda and Pest on 17 November 1873, with
the name 'Budapest' given to the new
capital.[16][27] Budapest also became the
co-capital of the Austro-Hungarian Empire,
[28] a great power that dissolved in 1918,
following World War I. 

LOCATION: BUDAPEST

The city was the focal point of the Hungarian
Revolution of 1848, the Battle of Budapest in
1945, as well as the Hungarian Revolution of
1956.[29][30]
Budapest is a Beta + global city with
strengths in commerce, finance, media, art,
fashion, research, technology, education and
entertainment.[31][32] Hungary's financial
centre,[33] it was ranked as the second
fastest-developing urban economy in Europe
in 2014.[34] Budapest is the headquarters of
the European Institute of Innovation and
Technology,[35] the European Police
College[36] and the first foreign office of
the China Investment Promotion Agency.[37]
Over 40 colleges and universities are
located in Budapest, including the Eötvös
Loránd University, the Corvinus University,
Semmelweis University, University of
Veterinary Medicine Budapest and the
Budapest University of Technology and
Economics.[38][39] Opened in 1896,[40] the
city's subway system, the Budapest Metro,
serves 1.27 million, while the Budapest Tram
Network serves 1.08 million passengers daily.
[41]”
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Budapest)
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DETAILS
 Time: 

2022/10/01-2023/09/28

Accommodation: 

with 2 volunteers together

Meals: 

40.000 HUF/month, self-care

Transportation: 

one time transportation to/from

Budapest from/to your home 

public transportation, monthly ticket

for Budapest public transportation

Form of ESC volunteering:
individual volunteering

1. Helper of education, mainly special

education

2. Helper at PR-related work

3. Helper at administration-related

work

Pocket money: 

5 EUR/day

Insurance: 

EU-insurance



•

Will help around children with special
needs, play games with them if needed,
teach them some own special games, songs,
verses to make lessons more interesting.

•
We provide individual lessons and group
lessons too.

•

When individual lesson: helping with
preparing games, origami, tests, decoration,
amusing kids

•

When group lesson/event: helping with the
kids we integrate into the group, acts as a
personal helper for the special-needs
student/youth

•

Helps around organizing our smaller events
like excursions, exhibitions, concerts with our
families and community

•
Helps in social media group communication,
reposts, adds some own-made media

•

If we have a partner from his/her country,
helps with making connection with partner
more fluent with his/her presence and
ideas. We would like to hear your voice to
when its about decision-making. If you are
interested in, you can be a part of our
preparation staff.

•

Youthpass skills: self-reflection,
communication, educational skills, empathy,
entrepreneurial skills (if interested in, we
also can introduce the management of the
ngo), negotiation and mediation skills

HELPER OF EDUCATION-SPECIAL EDUCATION



•

Helps managing social media sites, adds his/her fresh ideas of
producing contents, helps in social media group communication,
reposts, adds some own-made media, acts as moderator of our
social media sites with responsibility

•

Helps around organizing our smaller events like excursions,
exhibitions, concerts with our families and community, also provides
helping hands to our students, families, when needed. Shots some
pictures and videos while events running.

•
If we have a partner from his/her country, helps with making
connection with partner more fluent with his/her presence and ideas.

•
Can take part in preparation of EU grant proposals and can see the
carry-out part if she/he has interest in.

•

Youthpass skills: self-reflection, communication, some educational
skills, empathy, entrepreneurial skills (if interested in, we also can
introduce the management of the ngo), negotiation and mediation
skills (if interested in), pr-content making howto, some graphic design
(if our knowledge is better then yours, but we want to learn from you)
deeper knowledge of CCI, organization of events, media-editorial
apps howto, different online editorial tools howto.

HELPER OF PR



•

Helps managing administration, organizing documents, adds
his/her fresh ideas administrating different items, helps in social
media group communication, reposts, adds some own-made
media, acts as moderator of our social media sites with
responsibility

•

Helps around organizing our smaller events like excursions,
exhibitions, concerts with our families and community, also
provides helping hands to our students, families, when needed.
Shots some pictures and videos while events running.

•

If we have a partner from his/her country, helps with making
connection with partner more fluent with his/her presence and
ideas.

•
Can take part in preparation of EU grant proposals and can see
the carry-out part if she/he has interest in.

•

Youthpass skills: self-reflection, communication, some educational
skills, empathy, entrepreneurial skills (if interested in, we also can
introduce the management of the ngo), negotiation and
mediation skills (if interested in), administrating different projects
howto, deeper knowledge of CCI and educational system of
Hungary, organization of events, document and media-editorial
apps howto, different online document and website editorial tools
howto, excel howto, application forms howto, editing and
preparing surveys howto (if you are better then us, obviously, we
are going to learn everything from you).

HELPER OF ADMINISTRATION



Permanent mentoring
Permanent communication and help of solving problems
Permanent care about your mental condition: we go together to swim once a
week, have meals together, chitchats, and free evenings out

Endurance, trustfulness, constant willing to solve problems, attention,
communication, empathy, mutual respect. AND the tasks fulfilled with
enthusiasm and care.

educational ngo in Budapest teaching children and young students almost
everything, teaching children with special educational needs, providing
professional educational support to public educational institutions, organizing
some concerts, exhibitions, competitions for the kids, teaching them about the
effects of climate change, raising awareness of girls in STEM, raising
awareness of environmental protection and whatever comes in context with
our community, we try to help when we asked for.

What we offer:

What we need from you:

What organization is Ediktum:

WE OFFER, EXPECT, 
INTRODUCE

THANK YOU FOR APPLYING.


